
How to Make Your Own “Quilt as You Go” Table Runner Strip
Quilt: A Step by Step Guide

This project is definitely beginner-friendly and on the easy side. I promise, It is
fast and fun to make.

I have used a mini fabric roll by Maywood Studios (Prose) for my quilt strip
project. The mini roll contains 20 - 2 ½” x 42” strips of fabric and is perfect for this
quilt. The quilt is made with 23 strips 2 ½” by 16” so you will have fabric left over.

You can make any size table runner you desire. My finished runner measures
approximately 46” by 15” when completed.

Step One:  Cut a piece of low loft batting 48” by 17” (2 inches bigger on all sides
than the finished project size).  I have found that the thinner batting works best
for a table runner. Then cut your backing slightly larger than the batting. Be sure
to iron the backing on a high setting to eliminate any wrinkles. You may also wish
to use a little bit of spray adhesive.

Step Two: Lay the backing right side down on a flat surface. Place batting on top
of backing. So the batting will be on the wrong side of the fabric. Smooth flat and
press with a warm iron. This will help adhere the batting to the backing so you
will not need to pin the batting and backing together. You will be sewing your
fabric strips directly to the batting and backing creating the quilt.

Step Three: Cut your selected strips of fabric approximately 16” long and lay
them out into your desired arrangement on top of the quilt batting. You will need a
bold center strip and eleven strips on each side of the center piece. I placed the
strips in the same pattern on each side of the center strip for a symmetrical look.



Step Four: Make two stacks of fabric, one for the left and one for the right of the
center bold piece for ease of placement while sewing. Beginning in the center of
the table runner, sew your bold center strip of fabric on top of the batting sewing
through the batting and backing using a ¼” seam. My center strip I chose is red.
IMPORTANT: Press strip after sewing and before adding another strip, this way
the runner will lay flat.

Take the first strip from the fabric pile on the right, and pin it, with right sides
together, to the center strip you have already sewn. Sew a ¼” seam down the
right edge of fabric strips. Press and flip the whole table runner around and sew
another strip (same pattern) on the other side of the center strip.



Continue adding and pressing strips of fabric, switching from the left to the
right side of the center strip as you go.

At this point the sewing is really fun as you see your project coming along
rapidly. You should end with a total of 23 strips, 11 on each side of the
center strip.



Step Five: Now it is time to square up your runner.

I use the lines on my cutting mat as a guide, and trim the raw side edges
(all three layers) to 15 inches across and the long edge to approximately 46
inches. Now all you have left to do is add binding to your table runner and
you are finished.

As I promised, fast, fun and easy!


